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engineer. In this case the drawings usually are self-explanatory even to the extent of indicating the materials to be used, so that the written specifications need not describe the work as to its form and dimensions, but are only descriptive of the I                         work in a general way.
117.    Specifications   Accompanying   a   Genera] ]                                  Plan Only.    In this case the bidder is asked to submit detail
\                         plans  for the  work  in  submitting his bid,   the  specification;
being so framed, however, as to reduce all designs which full) comply  with   these  requirements  to  a  common   standard   o; |                             value.    To accomplish this purpose the engineer must be abU
to foresee practically  all  the various  designs which may be submitted,   and  to  anticipate  all the advantages  in econoni) which are likely- to  control the preparation of these  designs, |                         and to make such requirements   in  the  specifications as, wlu-r
complied with, will in his opinion give products of equal  efll -ciency, capacity, and permanency.     In this  way the  engineer gets the advantage of the experience and of the inventive genitn \                         of all the  persons  bidding   upon the work,   with  the  chance
\                         that he may secure a   better   design   than   he   himself   woulc
'<                         have been able to prepare, and also one which  may cost mate-
rially less than his own design. As an illustration of this kind of specification, we may have a bridge or roof truss of s particular general design, the outline drawing showing sitnpl} the general dimensions, and the location of the members, this ;                         fixing the general style of truss, uhich for some particulai
reason the  engineer wishes complied with.     The contractor is
then asked to build  a  truss on these general   lines  in  compli-
'
ance  with the  accompanying written specifications.
118.    Specifications Unaccompanied by   Plans, i                        Known   Commonly   as  Q-eneral Specifications.   lr 4                              this case no plans whatever  are    prepared, but only  the mos1
general requirements to be satisfied.     As, for  instance, in tin case  of a bridge, the total  span, the  loads  to be  carried, th<

